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Recap and Direction: Greater Lake Tarawera (+ Rotorua) 

Interconnected catchments

• Water budgets drive N & P loads to lakes

• Upstream lakes may be significant N & P sinks (attenuation)

• Need better constraints – fast.

• Water isotopes 

+ Rotorua

• 2022 and 2032 N reduction targets also have urgency



Water isotopes in rainfall: 

Cold/Subantarctic

Warm/Subtropical

Rotorua: δ2H (‰) = 7.03 x δ18O + 8.69

Global: δ2H (‰) = 8 x δ18O + 10

Weighted mean 2007-10





Catchments respond quickly with old water … ?
And variable solute chemistry? 

Jeff McDonnell, Maimai



Isotope 
tracers at Lake 

Ōkaro
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Isotope tracers at Lake Ōkaro

Prior nitrate



Isotope tracers at Lake Ōkaro



Water quality of  

‘connected’ lakes
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Tarawera conceptual model

Groundwater flow path Surface flow path Engineered/intermittent flow path

Arrows show flow paths between lakes and into Tarawera

More information on hydrological connections: White et al. 2016 (GNS report)

Lake colour represents TLI



Tarawera inputs: Surface flows
<0.02 m3 s-1

<0.1 m3 s-1

<0.2 m3 s-1

<0.4 m3 s-1

<6.0 m3 s-1

Background image: White et al. 2016





Mass balance lake models

Load out = 30

Parshotam et al. 
(2013)

Lake losses =70

Load in = e.g., 100 t/year

Lake TP Concentration = (Load out)/(Flow out)

(e.g. Vollenweider models developed during 1960s and 1970s)

Catchment model Lake ‘retention’ Outflow load

Isotope to improve …



Isotope effects: expect (mainly) evaporation

Geothermal

Lakes



Isotope theory: 
evaporation involves kinetic & equilibrium fractionation

Diffusion: vapour concentrations 

Equilibrium isotope fractionation



Getting E/I τ
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Rotorua Lakes Water Isotopes (Mar 2019 – Feb 2020)

Mean Hypolimnion Max Epilimnion LMWL Evap

Ōkataina (7) Rotoehu (1)
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Rotomahana (7)
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All data



Key points on water isotopes (and other tracers)

• Lakes show evaporation signal, particularly long-residence time lakes with small catchments.

• Groundwater (which looks like winter precipitation unless from another lake) ‘throughflow’ 

probably explains lakes that show less evaporation than expected based on residence times

• Tarawera, Rotoiti and Ōkataina show a surprising lack of evaporation, presumably a result of 

hidden groundwater ‘throughflow’.

• Ōkaro and Rotomahana are on a different evaporation line, presumably reflecting 

geothermal inputs from Waimangu. This was not expected at Ōkaro. Comments?

• Rotoehu perhaps has less throughflow (and if so less catchment area) than expected.

• So far, these conclusions are qualitative but can be firmed up and explored in detail as a key 

focus for a postdoc and proposals.

• There’s lots of signal to work with and opportunities to look at detailed mechanisms, timing, 

mixing, including where water turns up down the hill from the lakes.



Related projects

• Complete current seed project on Tarawera Catchment As
• Geochemical fingerprinting of groundwater and geothermal

• Nitrate and related tracers (isotopes)

• Database and dataflow infrastructure (invisible to you)

• Advance prototypes for citizen-science monitoring collaboration
• Builds on Terry Beckett (LTRA) inflow monitoring for Tarawera
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